


“Designing for a sustainable and equitable future.”

Premise

The theme for this competition is "Resilient Communities" and it is inspired by the

trending topics of sustainability, circular economy, and social equity. The competition is

open to all architects, designers, and students who are interested in creating

innovative solutions to the challenges of the 21st century.

By promoting sustainable and equitable design, the competition can help foster more

resilient communities that can better withstand and recover from a range of

disruptions, including climate change, natural disasters, and pandemics. The

competition also provides a platform for sharing best practices and inspiring others to

adopt more sustainable and inclusive design strategies in their ownwork.

A panel of experts in the fields of architecture, sustainability, and social equity will

judge the competition. The winning design will receive a cash prize of $2,000 and will

be featured in an exhibition and publication.
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Issue

In recent years, the world has experienced a range of challenges and disruptions that

have highlighted the need for resilient communities. Climate change, natural disasters,

and pandemics have all had a significant impact on communities around the world, and

have exposed the vulnerabilities of our built environment and social systems.

At the same time, there are growing concerns about social inequality and exclusion, as

well as the impact of rapid urbanization and population growth on our cities and

communities. These challenges require innovative solutions that can help communities

becomemore resilient, adaptable, and sustainable.

Resilient communities are those that are able to withstand and recover from these

challenges and disruptions, while also promoting social equity, environmental

sustainability, and economic prosperity. This requires a holistic approach to community

development that incorporates a range of strategies and interventions, including

sustainable design, community engagement, and social and economic empowerment.

By designing and building resilient communities, we can help ensure that our cities and

communities are able to thrive in the face of uncertainty and change and that all

members of society have access to the resources and opportunities they need to live

healthy, happy, and fulfilling lives.
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Objective

It should serve as a hub for social, cultural, and educational activities. It should be a

place where people can come together to learn, create, and connect with each other.

The centre should also be designed to be flexible and adaptable to changing needs and

conditions.

The site is located in a dense urban area with a total of 2,000 square meters. The

community centre should occupy at least 1,000 squaremeters and should be designed

to complement the surrounding urban fabric.

It should be designed to minimize its environmental impact and promote the efficient

use of resources. It should incorporate sustainable features such as green roofs,

rainwater harvesting, and renewable energy systems.

It should be designed to promote the reuse and recycling of materials. It should be built

using sustainable materials and designed to be easily disassembled and repurposed at

the end of its useful life.

The community centre should be designed to be accessible and welcoming to people

from all walks of life. It should be designed to promote social inclusion and address the

needs of underserved communities.
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Submission Requirements

1. 2 x A1 Sheets explaining the value proposition or the design of the NFTHouse

(each PDFwith at least 150dpi - Max. 20MB)
2. An optional 1-2min Video explaining your design/concept (content in the video has

been left to the participant’s consideration)

3. Participate in teams of 1-3 Individuals (Multiple Registrations Allowed using

different Email IDs and PhoneNumbers)

4. The final PDFmust be named 'team-<team number>.pdf' (for example,
team-1234.pdf if your team code is ‘1234’) and should be uploaded onGoogle
Drive/Dropbox/OneDrive or any similar online file handler with 'Public Access'
setting as ‘Enabled’

5. The final videomust be named 'team-<team number> | Seek Fanatic Competition
#sfresilience and uploaded as an 'Unlisted' video onYouTube (Choose 'Mark as not
made for kids' while uploading)

6. The content in sheets should be free of any plagiarism (except collages and human

cutouts in renders)

7. Submitted content must not include any information which exposes details of the

participant or the region the participant resides in

8. Seek Fanatic logomust be postfixed to the video for 3 seconds with black

background (Download logo: go.seekfanatic.com/logo)
9. Registrationmust be done on seekfanatic.com only - using the contact information

of the team representative.
10. TeamNumber is the same as yourOrder Number (4-digit code) after payment of

registration fees.

Note: Failing to comply with any of the above requirements will lead to disqualification of the respected team
from the competition, with a notification email to the registered email id of the team leader.
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Schedule& Fees

● Early Registration Ends:April 15th 2023 23:59 GMT ($15 USD)
● Standard Registration Ends:May 10th 2023 23:59 GMT ($25 USD)
● Late Registration Ends:May 25th 2023 23:59 GMT ($35 USD)
● Submissions End:May 25th 2023 23:59 GMT

● Results Announced: July 2023

Prizes&Grants

● Winner x 1 = $1000 +Certificate + Publication in our Annual Issue +Blog Post
● Runners Up x 4 = $250 +Certificate + Publication in our Annual Issue +Blog

Post
● Participation Certificates for all teams

LearnMore
go.seekfanatic.com/resilience

Support&Contact
E-mail us at support@seekfanatic.com
Follow us on Instagram.

[Issued onMarch 7th, 2023]
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